Abstract-Clustering of keywords in tweets is studied. A series of tweets is handled as a sequence of words and an inner product space is introduced to a set of keywords on the basis of positive definite kernels using a fuzzy neighborhood defined on that sequence. Methods of agglomerative hierarchical clustering as well as c-means clustering are applied. Pairwise constraints are moreover introduced to improve interpretability of clusters. Real tweets are analyzed with discussion of the resulting clusters.
I. INTRODUCTION
Recent attention of many people concerning web information is focused on Twitter, since Popular Twitter accounts are known to be really informative and have great influences over a large number of followers. Information in Twitter should be handled as a sequence of tweets: short sentences. Therefore text mining techniques can be applied to them. Nevertheless, there are not many studies on tweets using text mining techniques.
The most popular method of text mining is a bag model alias co-occurrence model [14] . It assumes a collection of documents including bags of keywords. This model has two drawbacks: first, nearness of keywords in a document is not considered; second, relations between documents are not taken into account. The second drawback is serious when we analyze tweets, since a series of tweets in a Twitter account is more or less related.
In this paper we study clustering of keywords included in tweets using a fuzzy neighborhood model [10] that takes nearness of keywords into account. Moreover it handles a series of tweets of a Twitter as one long sequence of keywords. Using a positive-definite kernel defined on fuzzy neighborhoods, we can introduce an inner product space into the set of keywords, and hence various methods of kernel-based data analysis techniques can be used [15] , [16] .
We are interested in clustering of keywords in tweets. Two methods of agglomerative hierarchical clustering [6] and cmeans clustering [1] are considered. Results are shown using kernel principal components [15] .
Constrained clustering is also popular to improve cluster qualities [2] , [3] , [4] , [8] , [17] , [18] . We introduce pairwise constraints into the above two methods of clustering.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 is concerned with preliminary consideration. Section 3 is devoted to methods of fuzzy neighborhood to derive a positive-definite kernel used in this paper. In Section 4, real tweets concerning disasters in Japan are analyzed and the results are shown with brief interpretations. Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper.
II. PRELIMINARY CONSIDERATION
We describe general techniques for clustering, i.e., agglomerative hierarchical method and c-means clustering. Then kernel-based clustering and pairwise constraints for clustering are described. The model for analyzing tweets are then given in the next section.
In this section X = {x 1 , . . . , x N } is a general finite set of objects for clustering.
A. Agglomerative hierarchical clustering
Suppose that x ∈ X is a point of p-dimensional Euclidean space, in other words, X ⊂ R p . The squared Euclidean distance is assumed:
Well-known agglomerative hierarchical clustering starts from each object and merge a pair of clusters at a time, and it ends with the one cluster of the whole sets. The procedure is as follows.
1) Let each object be an initial cluster:
. . , N , and the number of clusters K = N . 2) Find the pair of clusters with minimum distance:
and merge G r = G p ∪ G q . Reduce the number of clusters:
where
is an inter-cluster dissimilarity. We consider the centroid method and the Ward method, as they are based on the Euclidean distance.
1) Centroid method: Let the centroid (alias the center of gravity) of cluster G be where |G| is the number of elements in G. The distance between two clusters is then defined by the squared distance between the two centroids:
A well-known formula for updating in step 3) of the above algorithm is as follows:
2) Ward method: The Ward method is also based on the Euclidean distance. We omit the detail but the formula for updating in step 3) of the above algorithm is as follows:
Moreover the initial distance is given by:
B. Hard c-means
The method of hard c-means is the following iterative procedure: 
• (III) Update the centroid v i for cluster i (i = 1, . . . , c).
If clusters are convergent, stop. Else go to step (II). Note that the number of clusters is denoted by c and fixed beforehand. There have been many studies on c-means and its variations. We discuss kernel c-means algorithms [9] , and the COP K-means that uses pairwise constraints [17] .
Note: The method of fuzzy c-means [1] is not used in this paper, but the derivation and application of the fuzzy method are straightforward and we omit the details.
C. Kernel-based algorithms
The use of positive-definite kernel data analysis assumes a mapping Φ of the data space X into H, where H is a highdimensional feature space with inner product ⟨·, ·⟩ and norm ∥ · ∥ H . Thus, Φ : X → H. An important point is that mapping Φ is not explicitly specified but the inner product ⟨Φ(x), Φ(y)⟩ is explicitly given by a known positive-definite kernel K(x, y):
A condition for giving a positive definite kernel is discussed in the next section.
1) Kernel c-means:
We first define a dissimilarity between an object and a cluster center:
The initial value for v i is a random choice of an object x ℓi :
Note: Although some authors [18] consider Φ(v i ) as a cluster center, we use v i ∈ H, because the use of Φ(v i ) is limited to a particular class of kernels such as the Gaussian kernel, and the application of Φ(v i ) may not be suitable to the present kernels using the fuzzy neighborhood. Moreover, the use of Φ(v i ) leads to a more complicated algorithm than the present one.
The kernel c-means [7] then use the following iteration of u ki , the membership matrix and the dissimilarity:
Note that v i is a cluster center in H and may not be calculated explicitly.
2) Kernel functions in agglomerative hierarchical clustering:
It has been shown that kernel functions can be used in the centroid method and the Ward method, where the dissimilarity is changed into
A remarkable fact is that the updating formulas remain unchanged [5] : we can use (2) for the kernel centroid method and (3) for the kernel Ward method. In contrast, the initial values should be changed to
for the kernel centroid method and
for the kernel Ward method.
D. Clustering with Pairwise Constraints
Clustering with pairwise constraints has widely been studied [2] , [3] , [8] , [17] , [18] , [11] , which considers the must-
We consider a simple method of the COP K-means [17] , which uses the same algorithm as the K-means except that it checks the pairwise constraints are satisfied or not. If a constraint is violated, the algorithm terminates with failure. Moreover an agglomerative clustering algorithm with pairwise constraints [11] is considered, which impose penalties in merging; i.e.,
is used instead of (1) in the agglomerative clustering algorithm.
III. FUZZY NEIGHBORHOOD MODEL FOR TWITTERS
Assume hereafter that set X = {x 1 , . . . , x N } is a set of terms or keywords for clustering. The set X itself has no topology and hence no nearness relation is assumed. Although standard methods of document analysis assume a set of documents and consider co-occurrences of terms therein, they do not take nearness of terms in a documents. Also, a series of tweets can be handled as a long sequence of terms. For such a case existing methods of document analysis are useless.
In order to describe a model for tweets, assume that a sequence of 'word occurrences' is given:
S is a sequence of occurrences and the length of the sequence is denoted by L.The distance between o i and o j in S is |i − j|:
Each occurrence is a word: to show a correspondence between an occurrence and the term in X, we assume a function F : Set(S) → X ∪ {ν}, where an extra symbol ν is introduced. That is,
means that occurrence o i in S actually is term x k . Note that we are not interested in all words in S; hence uninteresting words are all represented by ν, in other words, F (o j ) = ν means that o j is an uninteresting word.
In order to represent nearness of word occurrences, we use a function g : R → R + ∪ {0} with the following properties:
is monotonically decreasing and g(x) → 0 as |x| → ∞. We now define a fuzzy neighborhood of an occurrence o j ∈ Set(S):
Definition 1: A fuzzy neighborhood of o j ∈ Set(S) using g is the fuzzy set with the membership:
We have the next propositions. Proposition 1: Fuzzy neighborhood µ oj (o k ) satisfies the followings:
Proposition 2: Assume g(x) is convex. Then matrix C = (c ij ) with c ij = µ oi (o j ) is symmetric and positive semidefinite. The proof of Proposition 1 is easy, while that of Proposition 2 is based on Pólya's theorem [13] but the detail is omitted (cf. [10] ).
Using µ oj (o k ), we define a positive definite kernel on X. To this end, we use the inverse mapping F −1 : : X → 2 Set(S) . We define a relation p(x i , x j ) as follows:
We have the next proposition.
Proof. Let A = (a ik ) is with
whereby it is clear that if C is positive semi-definite, then
We thus have the relation p(x i , x j ) as the positive definite kernel in X. Therefore the kernel-based methods of clustering in the previous section can be used.
Moreover a normalized kernel
can also be used. It is clear that
In applications the latter kernel is often more useful than p(x i , x j ).
IV. APPLICATION TO TWEETS
The above methods of clustering were applied to tweets of @Kantei Saigai (disaster information at Prime Minister of Japan and His Cabinet). Original sentences are in Japanese and words were translated into English. The main purpose here is to see how the methods work and to observe effects of pairwise constraints. 1 Two sets of tweets were handled. In both examples, g(x) was an triangular function with a constant M > 0:
which satisfies the condition of Proposition 2 and hence p(x i , x j ) and s(x i , x j ) are positive semi-definite kernels. The normalized kernel s(x i , x j ) was used in these examples. Two methods of clustering were used; they are the Ward method of agglomerative hierarchical clustering and the crisp c-means.
Then pairwise constraints were introduced to observe their effects. The COP K-means [17] and a constrained Ward method [12] were applied.
Results are displayed using kernel principal component analysis [15] .
A. Example 1
As noted above, 50 tweets of @Kantei Saigai (disaster information at Prime Minister of Japan and His Cabinet) which include 229 different words were handled, from which 35 keywords that occurred more than 8 times were taken to be the term set. The 50 tweets were handled as the one sequence of words. The constant was M = 20. The number of clusters was set to c = 2 for both the c-means and the COP K-means.
The subject of 50 tweets in this example is typhoon, weather conditions, and effects.
First two figures are without a pairwise constraint. The result from the c-means is shown as Fig. 1 in which the two axes are the two major components by the kernel principal component analysis. We did not try to interpret implications of the two axes such as those in psychological studies. Clusters obtained from the Ward method is shown as a dendrogram in Fig. 2 . Although it is possible to display the nested clusters by the Ward method on the plane in Fig. 1 , we avoided such a complicated display of the nested clusters for simplicity.
In contrast, Figures 3 and 4 show the result of the COP Kmeans and the constrained Ward method, respectively. After actually reading through the tweets, the following two pairwise constraints were assumed:
B. Example 2
Fifty tweets of @Kantei Saigai (disaster information at Prime Minister of Japan and His Cabinet) which include 427 different words were handled, from which 38 keywords that occurred more than 5 times were taken to be the term set. The 50 tweets were handled as the one sequence of words. The constant was M = 20. The number of clusters was set to c = 2 for both the c-means and the COP K-means.
The subject of 50 tweets in this example is the big earthquake, the nuclear plant accident, and their effects. First two figures are without a pairwise constraint. The result from the c-means is shown as Fig. 5 , while the result from the Ward method is shown in Fig. 6 .
In contrast, Figures 7 and 8 show the result of the COP Kmeans and the constrained Ward method, respectively. After actually reading through the tweets, two pairwise constraints were assumed:
C. Discussion
Let us first observe clusters in Figures 1 and 2 without a pairwise constraint. Two clusters in Fig. 1 are seen in the right and left hands. Two terms of 'east Japan' and 'west Japan' are in different clusters. On the other hand, let us observe two clusters obtained by cutting the dendrogram in Fig. 2 . The two terms of 'east Japan' and 'west Japan' are merged at an early level. The two clusters in both figures are quite different, and interpretability of them is better in Fig. 2 when we actually read through the tweets.
Let us then see clusters in Figures 3 and 4 with the pairwise constraints M L = {(RIVER, PACIFIC OCEAN )}, and CL = {(EAST JAPAN , WEST JAPAN )}. We first observe that M L link is merged at level 0 of dissimilarity in the dendrogram in Fig. 4 ; Due to CL link, the two clusters in the same dendrogram is not merged at the maximum level of dissimilarity. We thus see the direct effects of the constraints in the dendrogram.
The two clusters in Fig. 3 is with the links showing M L and CL; thus the obtained clusters are very different from the ones in Fig. 1 . In the latter case, those clusters in the both figures have similar sets of terms. After reading through those 50 tweets, we found that the latter clusters better show the two subjects: one for general tendency of weather conditions when the typhoon approached; the other referred to possible disasters in different districts of Japan.
We then observe clusters in Figures 5 and 6 without a pairwise constraint. We see a small cluster and a large cluster in Fig. 5 that perfectly fit with the two clusters obtained from the dendrogram in Fig. 6 . It thus appears that these clusters reflect true subjects included in the tweets. This interpretation is partly true, but actually the chief secretary mentioned TEPCO (Tokyo Electric Power Company) and nuclear power plant accident in his interview at the same time, which is not reflected in the obtained clusters. two clusters in Fig. 7 which is more similar to the actual subjects of the tweets: one on the nuclear plant accident; the other on various other disasters of the earthquake. The dendrogram shows similar clusters, as we can see in Fig. 8 .
V. CONCLUSION
A fuzzy neighborhood model for analyzing tweets was introduced and positive-definite kernels were derived. Two kernel-based methods of clustering with pairwise constraints were moreover considered.
These methods were applied to real tweets and effects of the pairwise constraints were discussed.
Although the size of data is relatively small, tweets show interesting clusters discussed on Twitter. To compare the both results from agglomerative hierarchical clustering and c-means clustering with illustrations using dendrogram and kernel principal components is useful.
We did not try to compare the present results from the fuzzy neighborhood model with those from the traditional method of the co-occurrence, as the co-occurrence model is more suited to clustering of documents instead of keywords, whereas we are interested in clusters of keywords in a series of related sentences here. Comparison of the results from these two methods in variety of texts should be done as a future study.
Since the methods herein can be applied any kinds of tweets and other types of text information on the web, further studies and applications seem to be promising.
